
Burnham Holdings Inc. (“BHI”) used 2023 to invest in expanding  
its industrial service offerings, helping drive new areas of growth 
and build closer, more diverse relationships with industrial customers. 
BHI took two significant steps to advance this strategy. First was 
the full-scale launch of the Thermal InMotion rental boiler business, 
which provides a fleet of mobile boiler rooms and trailer-mounted 
rental systems for companies that need equipment due to sudden 
failures, system upgrades and other situations. 

BHI also acquired CSI Services of York, a well-established  
mechanical contracting company that provides service, installation 
and repair of boilers, pressure vessels, piping systems and industrial 
combustion applications for customers in major industries in  
Maryland, Pennsylvania and nearby regions. 

Together, Thermal InMotion and CSI are a powerful combination  
of new resources, expertise and fabrication systems that target a  
critical industrial need: helping major manufacturers service,  
maintain and upgrade their critical boiler and combustion systems.

In this interview, we discuss with Greg Seifert, general manager  
of CSI Services, Jim Cipollone, president of Thermal InMotion, and  
Bryan O’Toole, vice president of business development for BHI, the 
key reasons why BHI acquired CSI Services and how BHI will use 
them to grow its industrial service business and build better, more 
in-depth relationships with these customers.

First, congratulations, Greg, and we welcome CSI to the BHI 
family. Tell us a little about the history of the company and 
the key capabilities CSI offers.

Greg Seifert: We originally began, about 35 years ago, as  
an industrial service and repair business; we also represented  
manufacturers, including Johnston Boiler, Litchfield, Autoflame and 
others. Over that time, we’ve also become a mechanical contracting 
and fabrication shop, building custom boiler room skid units and 
mobile boiler plants.
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What would you say are the key capabilities that CSI  
Services has developed in that time?

Greg Seifert: It starts with the expertise of our people, their ability 
to cover all the major bases as a mechanical contractor and service 
organization. If it’s a whole new boiler room, we help the customer 
design the boiler room; if it’s a retrofit, we have to figure out how to 
fit our equipment into the existing space. And if at all possible, for 
many of our customers, we have to figure out how to do it with  
minimal shutdown time, supply the boiler, all the piping, electrical, 
work with the inspectors to ensure it satisfies regulations and make  
it all come together.

Jim Cipollone: As BHI was launching our Thermal InMotion boiler 
rental business, we began contracting with CSI to engineer and 
build our rental units because of their success building boiler  
skids. So we knew that they had strong engineering skills and the 
connections with many customers that would be valuable for BHI.

CSI’s technical expertise was clearly valuable. What other 
strategic advantages does CSI bring to BHI?

Greg Seifert: Through our service business and our mechanical 
contracting work, we’ve built very successful, long-term relationships 
with customers, some lasting 30, 35 years. And it’s not just boilers; 
CSI works on their steam systems and components, ovens, dryers — 
anything that has to do with steam, gas or combustion, they trust  
us to service. We also get involved at the highest level of capital  
investment planning at many sites. They trust CSI to sit down with 
them and provide our expertise on where they need to invest and 
get the most value for the systems they need going forward.

Bryan O’Toole: Since we started working with CSI, we’ve learned 
that their long-time customers treat Greg’s people as an extension of 
their own organizations. At a lot of companies, they’ve done away 
with that kind of expertise, and they count on CSI to sit down with 

them and advise them on what they need. The customer then turns 
around and says, OK, you provide it for me. That’s going to open 
business for BHI that, in the past, we most likely would never have 
seen before.

Jim Cipollone: This has already happened a couple of times.  
When we rented a heating system to a data center whose boilers 
were down, they immediately asked us to quote a replacement for 
them. That project will turn into an equipment sale, removal of the 
old equipment and installing the new system and ultimately a  
long-term service relationship with backup rentals. We wouldn’t  
be able to do that without CSI being part of our company.

What unique strengths does CSI have that can help BHI  
build a stronger industrial service offering in concert with 
Thermal InMotion?

Jim Cipollone: Thermal InMotion was created in 2022 to provide 
mobile boiler rooms to produce steam, hydronic hot water, potable 
hot water or a combination of all three for plants that need these 
systems when they have a failure of their own systems or as a  
temporary bridge between order placement and delivery of a  
new system.

Right now, CSI is building us rental units to help expand that  
business, especially at companies that face major shutdowns  
without a working boiler. I think a big advantage is that, when  
these rental opportunities present themselves, we can then  
repair or replace the boiler, turning a rental situation into a  
full project.

Greg Seifert: We recently had a major industrial customer whose 
only boiler blew out — this was before Thermal InMotion. First thing 
we did was get a rental boiler in place, then we took a look with  
the customer to determine what kind of repair we could accomplish.  
Ultimately, we put together a complete replacement proposal,  
with all the project’s components — wiring, controls, a new, more 
powerful boiler — a yearlong project that started with an  
emergency call.

Bryan O’Toole: One of the things that has surprised me as  
we’ve moved forward with Thermal InMotion and CSI is how  
frequently customers seek to purchase a complete mobile boiler  
unit. I think we’re going to see more opportunities like that as major 
organizations such as hospitals are looking at their contingency 
plans and deciding it makes sense to already have a backup  
system in place. And because of CSI’s in-house engineering and 
fabrication capabilities, we can meet that demand.

“ Industrial customers… want a 
company with the resources  
CSI has from a mechanical  
contracting standpoint to just take 
the project and do everything…” 
- Jim Cipollone

CSI offices, service shop and fabrication plant in York, PA

“ Through our service business and 
our mechanical contracting work, 
we’ve built very successful, long-
term relationships with customers, 
some lasting 30, 35 years.” 
- Greg Seifert
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Greg, CSI began working more closely with BHI by building 
mobile boiler rooms for Thermal InMotion. How has CSI 
developed expertise in this kind of unique fabrication?

Greg Seifert: Every boiler room is different. You have to be able to 
adapt. On the mobile side, it’s even more custom, because you have 
to fit a lot into a small area. And you still have to comply with all 
the rules and regulations, which is something our teams, from years 
designing, fabricating and installing complete boiler rooms, have 
established really invaluable experience in. 

Jim Cipollone: That regulatory background is really valuable  
for Thermal InMotion, because it’s the same set of regulations  
that apply to rental boilers. Different jurisdictions have different  
regulations based on technical factors such as the size of the boiler 
or whether it operates at certain pressures. With CSI being part of 
the Thermal InMotion business, we can leverage that expertise and 
be more efficient in serving our customers.

How will the combination of CSI and Thermal InMotion set 
the stage for BHI to develop new opportunities for growth?

Greg Seifert: In the last few years, the industry has seen a huge 
increase in rentals because many operations are downsizing their 
maintenance teams and doing less maintenance. That has led  

some companies to have us put a technician in their boiler room 
once, twice a week, because our people have the experience, the 
skill set they need.

Jim Cipollone: For Thermal InMotion, engagement with customers 
can start as a rental opportunity, but with industrial customers  
lacking that technical expertise in-house, they want a company with 
the resources CSI has from a mechanical contracting standpoint to 
just take the project and do everything, including the subcontracting 
and interaction with the inspectors. 

The same thing is going to happen the other way around: Long-time 
CSI Service customers will probably end up using Thermal InMotion 
because of their relationship with CSI.

As you move forward, what needs to be done to make  
CSI fully integrated into the BHI family?

Greg Seibert: Everyone recognizes that we at CSI Services  
bring a lot to the table and BHI also brings a lot to the table.  
It’s a process to mesh the two businesses together, and I think  
we’re making progress. Being part of a larger organization will 
create greater opportunities for CSI acquiring components from  
a larger pool of OEMs. It will also be extremely beneficial to add  
the ability to go out to customers and say we have rental boilers  
sitting in the shop.

Jim Cipollone: I look forward to being able to market our  
comprehensive capabilities as Thermal InMotion, not just when 
rental opportunities and opportunities in general come up.  
We’re learning and we’re seeing what we’re capable of, and  
we’re excited about the opportunity to target industrial projects  
from all angles.

Bryan O’Toole: We’re really excited about the team at CSI  
becoming part of the Burnham family. The fact that we could  
add such high-quality professionals is a big plus, and we’re  
excited about extending our reach into the industrial segment  
of the business. With the relationships CSI has already in place,  
as well as the ones we will build as part of Thermal InMotion,  
we’ll understand better what those customers need, and we  
can improve our product offering with that knowledge, helping 
Burnham continue to grow.

“ Since we started working with 
CSI, we’ve learned that their 
long-time customers treat Greg’s 
people as an extension of their 
own organizations.” 
- Bryan O’Toole

Bryan O’Toole 
Vice President of  
Business Development,  
Burnham Holdings, Inc.

Jim Cipollone 
President of  
Thermal InMotion

Greg Seifert 
General Manager 
of CSI Services

A Burnham boiler inside a  
Thermal InMotion trailer



STAYING AHEAD:

NEW RESIDENTIAL  
HEAT PUMP LAUNCHED
Electric Heating Team builds development and testing  
lab to guide creation of BHI’s first cold-climate residential 
heat pump

Recent regulatory changes and government financial incentives  
for reducing fossil fuel use in home heating applications have 
increased demand for residential electric heat pumps.

This prompted Burnham Holdings to launch a high-quality, high- 
performance electric heat pump suited for colder North America 
regions. The Electric Heating Team was created to build a fully 
equipped lab to test potential cold-climate heat pump products, 
identify the best electric heat pump partner and prepare for  
market launch. 

Focusing on air-to-water heat pump solution

According to Bryan O’Toole, vice president of business  
development at Burnham Holdings, sales channel partners and 
end-user customers frequently ask whether Burnham Holdings 
planned to offer residential electric heat pumps.

“These customers think about us when they think of space heating 
using water or steam. That’s why we focused on a hydronic —  
air-to-water — solution,” O’Toole said. 

Heat pumps transfer heat from outdoor air to a hydronic loop  
for interior heating. This typically requires heating water to 180 
degrees Fahrenheit (F) for the comfort level homeowners expect. 

“For most of the year, outdoor temperatures allow air-to-water  
electric heat pumps to comfortably heat homes,” said Chris  
Altenderfer, manager of electric heating development, who  
heads up the Electric Heating Team. However, some locations’  
coldest days can limit residential heat pumps’ ability to supply  
comfortable heating. 

“To serve these target markets, we had to deliver a cold-climate  
heat pump able to reliably provide the comfort people expect in 
their homes,” he said. Burnham Holdings chose to research and 
partner with an existing electric heat pump manufacturer with a 
proven cold-climate product.

Creating the Electric Heat Lab

The Electric Heating Team built — virtually from scratch — a heat 
pump lab that could rigorously test and evaluate candidate systems 
to find the right product. The Lab has four electrical test stations for 
cycling the heat pumps through a full range of electrical conditions. 

“Our electrical system in this country is pretty ‘noisy’ compared to 
other parts of the world. Surges can wipe out the microprocessors 
that drive many of the heat pump’s systems, so we had to run all 
kinds of scenarios to see if the system we selected would hold up,” 
Altenderfer said. 

The Lab also includes a large cold room able to reach temperatures 
of -20 F, simulating the most extreme temperatures and assessing 
how well the heat pump would work. The heat pump selected has 
been tested for nine months with close to 11,000 cycles, simulating 
several years’ worth of use in the field.

Selecting the right partner

The new heat pump product will be marketed under the “Ambient” 
band name.

Altenderfer’s team assessed upward of 25 different companies in 
Asia and Europe with cold-climate residential heat pumps until they 
found the right system and supplier. “We evaluated spec sheets, 
pricing, lead times and what it would take to get third-party listing 
for their products here,” he said. Details were important, even down 
to the wiring insulation’s quality. As BHI’s  first entry into this market, 
it was essential to identify a heat pump partner who could meet the 
company’s high standards.

To ensure homeowner satisfaction and comfort levels, a backup 
electric heat source is built into the heat pump’s buffer tank to 
provide supplemental heat on the coldest days. This added solution 
enables the company to offer one of the first all-electric residential 
air-to-water heat pumps in the U.S. able to consistently supply  
140 F heating. 

The Ambient system is also offered as a “dual-fuel” home heating 
platform: the heat pump can be installed in a home with an existing 
natural gas, fuel oil or electric boiler. The electric heat pump heats 
the home most of the time, switching to the legacy boiler when 
outdoor temperatures drop exceptionally low.

Ambient’s launch in early 2024 is an important milestone for 
Burnham Holdings. As this product line continues to evolve in the 
future, we will expand the brands and channels through which we 
market this technology. It’s an important addition to the BHI product 
portfolio, which prides itself on having a solution for any hydronic 
heating need.

The Electric Heating Team (L to R): Nelson “Pete” Torres, Lead Laboratory  
Technician, Ed Johann, Senior Engineering Advisor, Chris Altenderfer, Manager of 
Electric Heating Development, and Henok Abebe, Product Development Engineer.
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